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            Abstract
Mutations in cancer-associated genes drive tumour outgrowth, but our knowledge of the timing of driver mutations and subsequent clonal dynamics is limited1,2,3. Here, using whole-genome sequencing of 1,013 clonal haematopoietic colonies from 12 patients with myeloproliferative neoplasms, we identified 580,133 somatic mutations to reconstruct haematopoietic phylogenies and determine clonal histories. Driver mutations were estimated to occur early in life, including the in utero period. JAK2V617F was estimated to have been acquired by 33 weeks of gestation to 10.8 years of age in 5 patients in whom JAK2V617F was the first event. DNMT3A mutations were acquired by 8 weeks of gestation to 7.6 years of age in 4 patients, and a PPM1D mutation was acquired by 5.8 years of age. Additional genomic events occurred before or following JAK2V617F acquisition and as independent clonal expansions. Sequential driver mutation acquisition was separated by decades across life, often outcompeting ancestral clones. The mean latency between JAK2V617F acquisition and diagnosis was 30 years (range 11â€“54 years). Estimated historical rates of clonal expansion varied substantially (3% to 190% per year), increased with additional driver mutations, and predicted latency to diagnosis. Our study suggests that early driver mutation acquisition and life-long growth and evolution underlie adult myeloproliferative neoplasms, raising opportunities for earlier intervention and a new model for cancer development.
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                    Fig. 1: Patient cohort and experimental design.


Fig. 2: Phylogenetic histories of three patients with MPN driven by JAK2V617F.


Fig. 3: Phylogenetic histories of 7 patients with JAK2V617F-mutated MPN and clonal evolution.


Fig. 4: Phylogenetic trees, mutation burdens and telomere lengths.


Fig. 5: Clonal fitness and latency to diagnosis.



                


                
                    
                
            

            
                Data availability

              
              Whole-genome sequencing data in the form of BAM files across all samples reported in this study have been deposited in the European Genomeâ€“Phenome Archive (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ega/home) with accession codes EGAD00001007714 (whole-genome sequencing colonies) and EGAD00001007715 (targeted-recapture sequencing). Per patient VCF files containing information on somatic mutations identified are available on MendeleyÂ (doi: 10.17632/hrmxybrd2n.1) .

            

Code availability

              
              Single-nucleotide substitutions (SNV) were called using the cancer variants through expectation maximization (CaVEMan) algorithm, version 1.13.14 (https://github.com/cancerit/CaVEMan). Small insertions and deletions were called using the Pindel algorithm as implemented in the cgpPindel workflow, version 3.2.0 (https://github.com/cancerit/cgpPindel). Copy number variants were called using the ASCAT algorithm as implemented in the ascatNgs workflow, version 3.2.0 (https://github.com/cancerit/ascatNgs). Mutational signatures analysis was performed using MutationalPatterns v1.10, available on Github (https://github.com/UMCUGenetics/MutationalPatterns) and SigProfiler (https://github.com/AlexandrovLab). Allele counts at SNV and indel sites were carried out using vafCorrect (https://github.com/cancerit/vafCorrect). Telomere lengths were estimated using telomerecat, version 3.2 (https://github.com/cancerit/telomerecat). Mutations were mapped to phylogenetic branches using Rtreemut developed for this study (https://github.com/NickWilliamsSanger/treemut). Temporal branch lengths and per driver mutation rates were inferred using rtreefit developed for this study (https://github.com/NickWilliamsSanger/rtreefit). Simulation of HSC populations and phylogenies with selection were carried out using rsimpop developed for this study (https://github.com/NickWilliamsSanger/rsimpop). Other analyses were carried out using custom R scripts available at https://github.com/NickWilliamsSanger/mpn_phylogenies_and_evolution.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 legend. Patient characteristics and somatic mutation fractions in haematopoietic colonies.
a. Patient characteristics. PV, Polycythemia vera; ET, Essential thrombocythaemia; MF, myelofibrosis; HC, Hydroxycarbamide; IFN, Interferon-alpha; FU, follow-up. *PV diagnosed on red cell mass study. b. The distribution of variant allele fractions (VAF) for point mutations pooled across colonies per patient. The mean VAF of individual colonies is shown as red dots. Only autosomal somatic mutations are shown, with those in regions with copy-number aberrations and loss-of-heterozygosity excluded. The plot shows that the colony VAFs are close to 0.5 for the majority.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Legend: Parallel evolution within phylogenetic trees.
a. Phylogenetic tree of PD5117 depicting 3 separate 9pUPD (UPD,Â uniparental disomy) acquisitions (blue branches), downstream of JAK2V617F (red branch). Below the phylogenetic tree are threeÂ B-allele frequency plots showing the regions of 9pUPD in the different clades with vertical red lines showing the boundary of loss of heterozygosity. The event shown on the far right has a distinct breakpoint from the left two events. Blue and green vertical lines show somatic mutations (either prior or subsequent to the UPD event), suggesting that the 9pUPD event depicted in the middle plot occurred first as more mutations have had time to accrue since the copy number aberration. b. Phylogenetic tree of PD5179 depicting two separate 1q+ (orange branches) and 9q- (blue branches) acquisitions. Left plot shows the aggregate VAF of germline single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) on Chr1 for samples in the 1q+ major clade versus 1q+ minor clade (left plot). SNPs at a VAFâ€‰=â€‰2/3Â in one clade are at 1/3 in the minor clade, and vice-versa, confirming that different parental chromosomes are amplified in each clade. SNPs in the affected 9q- region also exhibit a clear pattern in VAF (right panel), with VAFâ€‰=â€‰0.5 for samples in the major 9q- clade but VAFâ€‰=â€‰0 or 1 for samples in the minor 9q- clade. A proposed model of chr9 copy number changes is shownÂ in the upper right. c. Phylogenetic tree of PD4781 depicting two separate JAK2V617F acquisitions (red branches) each followed by 9pUPD (blue branches). JAK2V617F acquisition occurred on different parental alleles in each instance as SNPs on 9p that have a VAF ~1 for samples in the major JAK2-mutant clade (horizontalÂ bar coloured red) have a VAF ~0 in samples from the minor JAK2-mutant clade (horizontalÂ bar coloured blue) and vice-versa.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Legend: Mutation rates and burden following driver mutation acquisition.
a. Mutation rate estimates for wildtype and different mutant clades within patients. Mutation acquisition is modelled using Poisson modelling taking into account the timing of transition from wildtype to driver mutation acquisition within mutant clades and an excess mutation rate earlier in life (Â Methods). Patients and genotypes of clades are shown on the left together with colony number for each clade (N). Wildtype (WT) clades are shown in grey bars, JAK2-mutated clades are shown in red and other mutant clades are shown in yellow. The cohort wide estimate for the mutation rate in WT colonies is shown by the dotted black vertical line at the top.Â *P <Â 0.05, **PÂ <Â 0.01Â (** also significant after multiple hypothesis testing;Â  Bonferonni adjusted, two-sided test). Significantly different mutation rates between clades are highlighted only for those significant by both Poisson and Negative Binomial modelling of mutation rates (Â Methods). Average mutation burdens are shown to the right for the different timepoints of sampling. b. Non-parametric comparison of mutation burdens in wildtype versus mutant colonies using limmaâ€™s rankSumTestWithCorrelation. This accounts for the non-independence of data in mutant colonies but does not account for the timing of driver mutation acquisition. *indicates significance atâ€‰ PÂ <Â 0.05 following Bonferonni multiple hypothesis correction.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Legend: Mutational signatures and telomeres.
a. Signature contributions of SBS1, SBS5, SBS19 and SBS32 on a per-patient/per-clade basis. Single base substitution mutational signature 5 (SBS5), thought to represent a time-dependent mutational process active in all tissues, was the predominant mutational process in colonies . b. The proportion of C>T transitions at CpG dinucleotides across WT, JAK2-mutated and colonies with other driver mutations.Â *PÂ <Â 0.05, **PÂ <Â 0.01Â (** also significant after multiple hypothesis testing; Chi-square test). c. The relationship between â€˜sharednessâ€™ (seeÂ Methods) and telomere length across all phylogenetic trees shows that telomeres shorten in line with increased phylogenetic â€˜sharednessâ€™ in keeping with the increased cell divisions during clonal expansion. d. The heritability of telomere length, that is, whether closely related colonies had more similar telomere lengths compared to more distantly related colonies, is assessed using Pagelâ€™s Lambda and Blombergâ€™s K, with both values in the vicinity of 1 or above, suggesting that telomere length variation across colonies in a phylogenetic tree follows the expected covariance based on phylogenetic relationship. Power for PD5147 is limited because there is little difference in â€˜sharednessâ€™ in the mutant colonies. e. The modelled reduction in telomere length per additional stem cell division in JAK2 mutant clades is shown per patient, with a cohort wide estimate of âˆ’57.4bp (âˆ’74.2, âˆ’40.59 95% CI). See Supplementary NoteÂ 7 for further interpretation.


Extended Data Fig. 5 legend: Time based trees and timing driver mutation acquisition.
a. Time-based phylogenetic trees. Different coloured branches identify separate clades alongside light blue wild type colonies. The vertical axis represents age post conception with treatment received alongside. Driver mutations are depicted in the middle of the branches but mayÂ have occurred at any point between the start and end of the branches. Given the uncertainties in the exact ages at the starts and ends of the branches due to modelling branch lengths from mutation count data (Â Methods), the credibility intervals for the ends of the branches harbouring driver mutations are shown as black lines and also in b-c. b. Each horizontal grey box represents an individual patient from birth until the last colony sampling timepoint. The time before birth is represented on an expanded scale and is shaded pink. Within each grey box is shown the range of ages during which driver mutation and copy number aberrations are estimated to have occurred. The start and ends of each coloured box represent the median lower and upper bounds of time estimates corresponding to the start and end of the shared branches harbouring driver mutations. Thus, the upper bounds (right edge of the coloured boxes) represent the latest time by which mutation acquisition is estimated to have occurred from phylogenetic analysis. Black lines show the 95% credibility intervals for the start and end of the branches carrying the drivers. Mutation timings are inferred from a model where mutation accumulation within branches follows a Poisson distribution but were not substantially different when using a Negative Binomial model. Diamonds show age at diagnosis. c. Raw data from a-b is shown with 95% CI intervals around the estimated ages of the starts and ends of branches harbouring driver mutations for different patients, together with adjusted SNV counts for branches.


Extended Data Fig. 6 legend: Estimates of clonal expansion rates in patients.
a. The figures shows the smoothed posterior density distribution of the selection coefficient (proportion additional growth per year) vs driver timing for all analysed clades from population simulations and approximate Bayesian computation (ABC).Â  Marginal distributions are also shown.Â  The prior distribution for driver timing is clade dependent and is largely determined by the mutation count at the start and end of the associated branch. Both clonal fractions and lineages-through-time were used as summary statistics in the approximate Bayesian computation for estimates of selection. Main plots show driver mutations acquired after birth, and driver mutations pre-birth are shown within the black box, taking into account driver mutation acquisition during a time when the background stem cell population size is modelled to be growing. b. Data from a. in tabular format. Here, selection coefficients have been converted to clonal expansion (median growth % per year, Selection). The ABC approach gives alternative estimates for ages of driver mutation acquisition as shown. N depicts the number of simulations per clade. Clones with sufficient immediate descendants (>5 coalescences) were included for estimates of selection. c. Comparison of estimates of selection of mutant clades (each labelled by patient ID and driver mutation) from ABC versus Phylofit. The grey lines show 95% credibility intervals for estimates from each approach. Correlation coefficient râ€‰=â€‰0.96. Note, that the PD5182 and PD5847 in-utero DNMT3A expansions from panel a. are not shown because, only the ABC approach, and not Phylofit, allowed for modelling selection against a growing background population.


Extended Data Fig. 7 legend: Aberrant cell fractions in bulk blood samples and validation of selection estimates.
a. Plots showing aberrant cell fraction (ACF) in colonies and bulk longitudinal mature blood cell samples. Colony samples were derived fromÂ peripheral blood (red dots) or bone marrow (orange dots, inÂ PD5182 and PD5847) mononuclear cells. Bulk mature blood cell samples comprised mostly peripheral blood granulocytes (black dots) and occasionally, bone marrow derived (grey dots) granulocytes (inÂ PD5847, PD6629)Â or mononuclear cells (in PD5182),Â and whole blood (brown dots, inÂ PD9478, PD6629). ACF in colonies is the clonal fraction proportion of all colonies. In bulk samples, ACF is calculated as twice the mean VAF of variants that map to the shared ancestral branch of the clone. The x-axis is patient age at sample timepoints. Lines depict the inferred ACF trajectories from the top 0.01% of simulations from approximate Bayesian computation. Black lines, median ACF; grey lines, 95% CI; dotted line, inferred future growth trajectory beyond the sampling time using the growth rate S and accounting for a sigmoid clonal trajectory as clonal dominance is approached. b. 95% confidence intervals for the difference in parent branch and aggregate descendant daughter branch ACFs from phylogenetic tree clades. Confidence intervals are calculated assuming a normal sampling distribution of aggregate mutant read fractions for each branch. Diamonds indicate those recapture samples closest to the colony sampling.* denotes interferon treatment at time of sampling. c. Comparison of estimates of selection coefficients for clades with single driver mutations using Phylofit fitted using the branching pattern within the tree (lineage through time, LTT)Â and ACF (horizontal axis), versus selection coefficients estimates using just the branching pattern of the tree (LTT) andÂ no ACFÂ (vertical axis) to identify clades that show early rapid branching, but smaller than expected final clonal fractions. 95% credibility intervals for selection coefficients are shown as grey lines and the corresponding median estimates as black dots.Â Possible early faster expansion are seen in two in utero mutated-DNMT3A clades (PD5182 and PD5847) and the JAK2V617F clade in PD5163 prior to Interferon therapy.
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